PROGRAMme
Day by day

Thank you for joining us in the great
Temple of the Star Goddess in Her
Queen aspect, in Avalon for the 2021
Goddess Conference.

This year we will be an international
online gathering of people, drawn to
the loving energy of the Goddess, to
celebrate Her as Tribal Star Queen.
Due to all the challenges this year,
the online Goddess Conference is
the only place where you can enjoy
the full and entire programme that
celebrates and honours Goddess and
Queen of Heaven and Earth.

we rejoice in Her as Mother
of the Star Tribes and of
the Celtic ancestors here
on these sacred lands, who
saw Her guidance in the
constellations, and
followed Her silver
pathways of initiation.
Guided by the movements of
Her star-wheel, and by the
still point of the North
Star; Goddess as Star Queen
was seen in many forms,
from different tribal
perspectives.

TUESDAY 27th

Day Opening
• Temple Movie
• Welcome by katinka & Marion
• sacred song by karen Troubadoera
• Daily yoga by donna Gerrard

Morning Program

• a journey and connection with the star
queen goddess: Maeve, lyra (north west) by
ceremonialist angie twydall
• herstories of the ancient goddess images
through the aunt lydia ruyle's banner
collection by Katie Hoffner
• The Herstory of tribal body art by robyn
Jean
• a journey and connection with the star
queen goddess: Brigantia, Draco (east) by
ceremonialist Ali Harrison
• Connecting with the tribal star queen by
makgathi Mokwena
• Decolonising sovereignties, enfleshing
liberation by sara motta

Afternoon Program

• Blessings of the queen Heaven by bliss
magdalena
• Womb of the star queen: meditation &
healing ritual by georgie Catling

Evening

• Opening ceremony movie

In ancient times Her Priestesses climbed to the high
grounds, the places closest to Her Star Realm here on
earth, and watched for Her rising. They lit Her beacon to
communicate Her signals and signs, and they received Her
empowerments. In many places, and at specific times of
important alignments, they drew the Fire of the Star Queen
down into the land and for the people.
They were rooted in the ancient spiritual reality that saw
the Heaven and Earth as sacred, and the Land as specific
Goddess of place, who was sovereign, a Queen Goddess.
These were the times, remembered in the rocks of Avalon,
where tribes belonged to the Deity of their lands in a form
of kinship, and offered their praises up to Her star-lit form.
All wellbeing, peace, protection, freedom, authenticity,
abundance, healthy forms of power and leadership were
received from Her. She gave Her people foresight, overview
of the bigger picture, connection and guidance.

WEDNESDAY 28th

Day Opening

• Temple Movie
• sacred song by anneli lahdetar
• Daily yoga by donna gerrard

Morning Program

• a journey and connection with the star
queen goddess: Elen of the ways, cygnus
(west) by ceremonialist marion Brigantia
• Thandaza/prayer to the star mother: female
spiritual leadership and a healing life of
queenship by Gogo Makhosi nomzimane
dlamini & aja marneweck
• the cosmic heart centre by Brooke medicine
eagle
• temple dance along: stardust sacred
movement activation by graell corsini
• walking my talk: sacred connections with
Brighde-brigantia by Marion Brigantia
• new ways with the old ways by bliss
magdalena

Afternoon Program

•The triple crown by ali harrison & Ann
staniland
• in the temple of the queen hera: myth,
movement and magic by sophia paola

Evening

• live zoom: the queen archetype by
donna henes

Her blessings still bring Sovereignty: our intimate coresponsibility to and with Her, for She has been with us since
the beginning, and is that which is found at the end of all
desire.
From the cosmic heart beyond the galaxies, She sings the
sound of the universe, inviting consciousness to birth our
soul purpose. She is Queen of the Star Tribes that form the
constellations. Crowned with wisdom and empowerment, She
opens the possibility for new paradigms to manifest in our
world. As way showing Star, She holds the chalice of memory
and power, of healing and sovereignty.
Together with Her sisters, She creates, She manifests, She
dances, She delights in the sharing of shine. A great circle of
equals that spans from the Galactic heart to the outer edges
of the universe, taking turns to hold the still point of the
cosmos.

THURSDAY 29th

Day Opening

• Temple Movie
• sacred song by Jennifer berezan
• Daily Yoga by donna gerrard

Morning Program

• a journey and connection with the star
queen Goddess: Cerridwen, cassiopeia (southwest): By ceremonialist bee helygen-baganz
• The golden lady priestess queen lineage in
herstory by nikoletta pozsgai
• a journey that reaches from the weaver
goddesses myths to the motives woven on to
the anatolian kilims by gulcin onel
• in concert by jennifer berezan
• the goddess is alive by mutima imani
• the nebra sky disk: celestial mysteries of the
bronze age by karen troubaroera

Afternoon Program

• meeting queen goddess hera in the moon
dynamic model by Leonie stout
• ritual elixirs for hormone balance by
Allie Mcfee

Evening

• initiation ceremony

And we call Her from all the directions of the sky:

Elen of the Ways: She who awakens us and brings Connection
Andraste: She of fierce courage, bringing Freedom
Dahud-Ahes: She who Loves and is the merging edge, bringing Belonging
Queen Maeve: Muse and Inspiration, She who brings Delight
Brigantia: Dragon Queen of clarity and purpose, bringing Protection
Cerridwen: Generous Lady of Fecundity, bringing Nurturing
Rhiannon-Epona: Initiating Way-Shower, bringing Authenticity
Arhianrod: She who spins the wheel of time, bringing Manifestation.
This year, She is the beacon calling us to the Star Goddess Temple in
Avalon, where we will celebrate Her in Her Queen aspect, as Queen of
the land, as Queen of the heavens, as Queen of the soul realm of our
spiritual home and as Queen of our hearts.

Day Opening

FRIDAY 30th

• Temple Movie
• shout out by kellianna Giroud
• Sacred song by kellianna Giroud
• Daily yoga by donna gerrard

Morning Program

• a journey and connection with the star
queen Goddess: Rhiannon-Epona, pegasus
(north) by ceremonialist Katinka Soetens
• Dreaming the new paradigm: chains of the
old, seeds of the new by Laura Ghianda
• Exploring the queen archetype by katinka
soetens
• temple dance along: catch a star, the magic
of gesture and intent by Sophia Paola
• 12 goddess archetypes of the silver wheel by
maria jones
• Venus bright queen of heaven by Annabel du
boulay

Afternoon Program

• goddesses in your natal chart: a new
feminine view on astrology by sandra roman
• claim your crown and be seen: shadow
liberation for priestess leaders by demelza
fox
• The Tribal star queen speaks by Corah
apolonia avalon

Evening
• queen wisdom quest

Queen of Heaven and Earth, She is a Sovereign Goddess, Star-Aligned as the sacred
land. And we are all Her Tribes, Her people, rising with our Love for Her and for
Her Earth, to carry Her starlight as Her divine love, within our own being. She
has called us to Her great Temple, to remember and reconnect. We are so grateful
that you have heard the calling to join Her One Tribe of Goddess loving people!
Come step through the star-gates held by Her priestesses, into the Temple of the
Star Queen Goddess
Like our Celtic ancestors, navigating by the Stars, following the pathways of Her
light, under the spinning wheel of Her constellations, we have come together at
this specific time, in this sacred place, to honour Her, and to renew the bond that
connects our tribes, the similarities that unite us all, in celebration of, and love
for, the Star Queen Goddess.

She now draws you to Her heart, and to your Star-aligned inner realm. Your
realm, which includes all that you choose to take responsibility for, and that is
the sovereign sphere within which your reality and focus occur. Your realm as
Her reality: lived and present. The Realm of the Star Queen Goddess, that reveals
the ‘real-me’ and offers ‘what is real for me’ to the world.

SATURDAY 31st

Day Opening

• Temple Movie
• sacred song: star mother by heloise
pilkington
• Daily yoga by donna gerrard

Morning Program

• a journey and connection with the star
queen Goddess: Andraste, lepus (north-east)
by ceremonialist Sadhu valakhilyas
• the queen of my self by Donna Henes
• Luminary leaderful star queens by Lynne
sedgmore
• a journey and connection with the star
queen goddess: arhianrod, corona borealis
(south-east) by ceremonialist Ann Staniland
• queen guinevere and a journey to the stars:
a crowning ceremony by jennifer sundeen
• star wisdom and sophia: a dedication to
sacred union by Lila sophia tresemer

Afternoon Program

• claim your lineage to the queendom that is
yours by brooke medicine eagle
• Galactic moon womb of the cosmic mother
by carmen edwards
• she who scrivens and publishes: being your
own queen of creativity by laurie sue
brockway

Evening

• Lammas fire ceremony

And so the Star Queen Goddess awakens your Sovereignty, as Her gift of deeply
known wisdom, as lived sacred connection to Her, and a kinship with all of life.
Her starlight shines to inspire and bless you, as well as asking you to take sacred
responsibility: to be guardian to all of life in Her One Tribe.
An honouring of our belonging, in relationship to our Sovereignty Goddess of the
lands that hold our ancestral kinship, is an important step in the healing of the
world. In a world where selfishness, greed, domination and inequality rule, where
rebellion feels like fun but is part of the problem, practicing the qualities of the
Healthy Sovereign One is the Revolution for change.
The loss of our tribal mindset grounded in Goddess is a root cause for the
creation of great suffering, ongoing hideous hardship, and the injustice of ‘other
as lesser’ making. Our European disconnect from the sacred belonging to Goddess
and to the land in kinship with all beings, is a disease we, as white European people
have spread to all continents and imposed on all cultures we’ve met.

Day Opening

SUNDAY 1st

• Temple Movie
• sacred song by yvette staelens
• Daily yoga by donna gerrard

Morning Program

• a journey and connection with the star
queen goddess: dahud ahes, ursa-minor
(south) by ceremonialist Joanne foucher
• Marija gimbutas' pioneering research on the
goddess civilisation of old Europe by joan
marler
• the queen bee by angie twydall
• In concert by Kellianna Giroud
• mayan tribe and the isle of the bees: inner
sanctum in cozumel Mexico by Alex reyesortiz
• in a chariot drawn by lions: celebrating the
work of asphodel long by bliss magdalena

Afternoon Program

• lighting the star queen: puppetlantern making workshop by aja marneweck
• venus bright queen of heaven the workshop
by annabel du boulay
• tribal queen dreams wisdom: a creative
playshop by celine sauvet

Evening
• closing ceremony

It is when we have forgotten our responsibility and connection to the Star Queen
Goddess, that the disease of the unhealthy ruler, of the shadow Queen/King, takes
hold. Conflict and destruction, both environmentally and of Her human people,
through war, colonialism, slavery, greed, competition, annihilation and pride,
manifest. This disease is within and all around us. All symptoms of our
disconnection from our sacred belonging, from our heart's star-seed light as a
part of, in kinship with, Her and all of life.
To return to a tribal mindset of responsibility for nature and each other, to the
kinship with all of life, will require a remembering of the sentient sacredness of
the Earth and of consciousness guided by the bigger picture. It will require a
willingness to do what it takes, and to follow ‘What Love would do’ as our first
and most important objective. With reverence to the sovereignty of the Goddess
of place, with genuine remorse for damage done by our ancestors and generation,
we may begin to take direct action to restore and mend some of those wrongs
inflicted, some of those wounds caused.
She tells us, we are never above or disconnected from, but deeply rooted in Her
great circle. She reminds us we never have ‘ownership of’, but are part of ‘belonging
to’. Her ways are never power over, but power with.

in glastonbury

friday 30th of july

on the Tor of Glastonbury at 20.30:
There will be a ceremonial lighting
of the Beacon of the Star Goddess
and Her Tribes, by the Conference
ceremonialists, to open Her star
aligned portal in Avalon

sunday 1st of august

from the Town Hall in Glastonbury
at 11:00: There will be a Procession to
the Tor Field for a Lammas
Gratitude Ceremony, by the
Conference ceremonialists.
Creating a Star Mandala in
gratitude – please bring petals and
flowers to offer in gratitude!

It is time to step up into our
responsibility, and be guided by the
Tribal Star Queen Goddess, so we may
remember to humbly step into
belonging to the land as Sovereign
Queen, and to the One Tribe of all
people, once more.

The Tribal Star Queen Goddess
Conference works toward this
recognition, this reclaiming, this
remembering and re-aligning, as well
as towards the responsibility of
reconciliation. Let us be love-inaction and bring back these ancient
honourable ways of healthy
leadership within us all. Let us
remember and initiate into healthy
Queens/Kings/Sovereign Ones through
generous action and the owning of
our shadow behaviour.

May we rise in co-operation and
circles of equals, acting from
inner resourced and nonreactive places, to hear and meet
each other, finding that which
unites us over those things that
mark our differences.
For we are all Her people under
the light of Her Star Presence.

INPERSON EVENT

Saturday 31st of July
A spectacular one-day event on the
sacred land of avalon for you, to
celebrate the star queen goddess
together. All day from 9:30 till 22:30.

Program

• 09:30 gates open
• 10:00 opening ceremony
• 11:00 - 12:30 a choice of workshops
• 12:30 - 14:00 lunch and free time on the
sacred land
• 14:00 - 15:00 singing circle for all by
yvette staelens
• 15:30 - 18:00 ceremonial journey to
realm of your star alignment
• 18:00 - 19:00 dinner and free time on
the sacred land
• 18:45 - 19:45 peace circle by sally
pullinger
• 20:00 - 22:30 lammas fire ceremony
and celebration

All Day

A day with healers, readers for
individual sessions and a small market.
Bring your own food, snacks, drinks
and water. PLease bring cash for
shopping and something to sit on in a
field in all weather conditions.

As night unfolds the dark of black and midnight blue
Her stars initiate us to shine authentically true.
Star Queen Goddess, guiding light, true North
Inspire us, illuminate us and bless our intention,
Protect the star-seed of Your Presence alight within us,
Grant us abundance and joy in Your Goddess Conference.

We wish you all an inspirational and magical time in Her
Realm. Have a wonderful Tribal Star Queen Goddess
Conference
Katinka Soetens and Marion Brigantia,
on behalf of all GC pillar holders, ceremonialists,
priestesses and contributors

IN memoriam

this year we remember and
honour, priestess Cris Perales
Fernández (Jana de Madrid),
who we miss very much!
Jana (as most of us know her),
has been a directional
priestess at The Goddess
Conference for years and
would have been again this
Tribal Star Queen Goddess
year. She was a beautiful
presence and always shone her
light brightly, with strength
and love and inspiring
positivity!
She was a true queen of her
realm, founder of the Goddess
Temple of Madrid and
Priest/ess training, and
wisdom keeper and sharer!
May you shine your light
brightly on us and all those
who love you, star-sister!

In creating this Conference, we are supported by amazingly supportive
Priestesses in the Ceremonial Tribal star Queen Circle, which this year are
Ali Harrison, Angie Twydall, Ann Staniland , Bee Helygen-Baganz, Joanne
Foucher, Katinka Soetens, Marion Brigantia van Eupen, Sadhu Valakhilyas.
We work together through the year, creating and designing the transformative
Conference Ceremonies and have journeyed in our own way, as well as
collectively as a Ceremonial Priestess group, into who Star Queen Goddess and
Her Celtic Tribes are for us.
Invaluable contributions to the Goddess Conference are made by the different
circles and their pillar holders of the GC, that make this magical week work like
clockwork. We give our gratitude to all those who hold these circles: the
amazing webmistress Sara Dissetti who created our radiant website and the very
organised Tom Newing who looked after everything to do with the Conference
bookings. We are beyond grateful for the expertise, skill, dedication and support
of Sara Romadoro and Alfredo Finotto for collating the online programs and
smooth running of the online Goddess Conference.
Special thanks to Andrea Vernucci for all his amazing work, for the promotion
on social media and marketing, as well as for creating the new branding, Star
Queen image and logo. Marieke Meijer for Instagram, social media and
programme for the Goddess Conference, Avena Rawnsley for inspired Blog
writing and Ria Varma for beautiful photography.
The Conference Volunteer Hive, held by the pillars of their circle areas; Peter
Wood, Sharlea Sparrow, Manon Tromp and Freddy Finotto is a part of what makes
the Goddess Conference such a loving and special event. We are grateful to all
tech and in person volunteers who give their time, effort, love and support to
make things happen.

in gratitude

The 26th Glastonbury Goddess Conference has been visioned by us, the
Conference Weavers Katinka Soetens and Marion Brigantia van Eupen, and woven
together with the help of many other people. As we moved from having planned
and envisioned a full week of in person AND online Goddess Conference, to
having to be online only, we want to fully acknowledge the enormous amount of
work, dedication, flexibility and love these uncertainties and adjustments have
required from everyone involved.

This year we’ve been connected, supported and linked in with the Directional Star Priestesses,
who really are stars (and film-stars), from many European lands of the Star Queen Goddess,
they have held, felt and manifested Her presence in Her ancient Tribal lands once more. The
amazing weaving of ceremonies, and guidance for all participants, could not happen without
you, whether online or in person. We stand hand in hand with those of this group who have
managed to come to the in-person Goddess Conference celebration day and feel our deep
connection to those of you who are holding the participants online from your homelands.
We love you and are so grateful for all you give so willingly and unreservedly to Goddess
and to us. Star Priestess of Her Tribal directions are: Camilla Måne, Caroline Stevens, Donna
Gerrard, Janet Parfitt, Maty Dominguez-Portillo, Sara Romadoro, Stephanie Schudel, Roberta
Tromboni and in memoriam Cris Perales Fernandez (Jana de Madrid).
Film makers: The extraordinary beauty and magic of the ceremonies of our online Tribal Star
Queen Goddess, was created out of the contributions from many people, by the
professionalism, skill, dedication, and hours of hard work, by our film-creators. We cannot
express our gratitude in words, you have gone beyond the call of duty, beyond devotion and
service with grace. You are way-showers for how to embody and live the Queen/King
archetype by doing what it takes and never giving up. Perfection and professionalism go
hand in hand, and we acknowledge the enormous gift you have given the Goddess
Conference, and the world, with your creation. Please receive our heart-felt and total
admiration and gratitude, thank you for all you do: Joolz Barker (info@djjoolz.co.uk), with
assistance from Laura May Duffield to the endlessly talented Andrea Vernucci and Marion
Brigantia van Eupen, and the magnificent Conference photographer Ann Cook
(http://www.anncookphotos.co.uk/) we bow to you!
Our Star Queen Goddess ceremonies are enhanced by the Goddess Conference performance
artists and musicians. We are deeply honoured and moved by the beauty ways in which you
allow Goddess to express though you in words, music, dance and movement. We thank our
ceremonial musicians, which include Joolz Barker, Sally Pullinger, Elsa Field, Anneli
Lähdetär, Heloise Pilkington,, Jana Runnalls (http://spiritsound.net/), Kellianna Girouard,
Andrew Helme and Lydia Lyte and J Rokka Sacred Sound (www.jrokka.com).
www.youtube.com/jrokkasacredsound featuring Sally Pullinger and Elsa Field
(www.elsafield.co.uk) Goddess Conference amazing sacred dancers: Andrea Vernucci, Angel
Roda Saucco, Iris Lican, Iranzu Gonazpi and Silva Rawnsley. Spoken word magic, poetry and
narration by Avena Rawnsley, Katinka Soetens, Laura May Duffield and all Ceremonial and
Star Priestesses and Priest. We also like to thank the wonderful local blacksmith, Sam the
Blacksmith and film maker Kevin Redpath who gave us permission to show their craft and
enhanced our movies with their skill.

The Goddess Conference Artisan Fayre, once again online this year, with too
many amazing Goddess artists to mention, held, organised and co-ordinated
throughout the year by the awesome wonder woman and artist Kat Shaw
The Goddess Conference Wellness Sanctuary is this year again mainly online,
with some healers also joining us for the in-person celebration day on the
land, lovingly held and organised by the endlessly capable Bliss Magdalena.
We all work together, circles in circles, to create the best possible Goddess
event we can imagine, with the aspect of our Beloved Goddess we are
honouring each Conference, placed and guiding us from the centre.
We wouldn’t be the international Goddess Conference that we are without
the contributions from all our presenters. Thank you all for being a part of
our wonderful worldwide community, for choosing to share your gifts in
presentations and workshops and wisdom pearls in our Heart of the Mystery
co-created ceremony this year. We look forward to seeing many of you in
person when we return as a full weeklong in person event in future, as well
as online, where we will continue to weave the web of our connections. All
presenters’ names are on our website, and we love and thank you all!
We also want to say a special thank you to all the venues in town, who have
had to defer the presence of the Goddess Conference for a further year. Our
gratitude particularly goes to Craig Macfarlane of the Assembly Rooms, for
all his help in the raising and holding of the Star Goddess Temple for the
filming of our ceremonies… your kindness and genuine delight in our
Goddess Temple creation has been so heart-warming to receive.

in gratitude

Amazing Star Queen Goddess art and images you can see in the Goddess
Conference banners, in the Star Queen Goddess Temple ceremonies and to buy
through the online Artists market fayre, by Tiana Art, Wendy Andrew, Andrea
Vernucci and Laura Krusemark (https://www.laurakrusemark.com/). Also, the
central Goddess and the beautiful wooden Goddess statues specially made
for the Goddess Conference and representing Her sister circle of equals, by
Freddie (Foosiya) Miller.

the Conference takes place through the energy, vision, efforts and hard work of many,
many women and men who are named or unnamed here, as well as you, the participants, who
make a huge contribution to the Conference. Without all of us the Goddess Conference
would not be the fabulous event that it is and we are very grateful for the gifts and
talents offered by all who come to the Conference.
As life has spun us and brought us all our specific gifts and challenges over the last year,
we’ve connected to, and been tested by, our specific Star Queen Goddess in increasing
depth and surrender. These specific Star Queen Goddesses we have walked with, have
informed us through their mythology, our direct experience of Her and the insights,
visions and realisations She has granted Her priest/esses this year. Out of this, a renewed
understanding has come to us of our interdependent connection. We see that She holds
the bigger picture for us, and that inner sovereignty requires a stepping up, a rising to
challenges and a generosity of spirit to do what it takes: together. One of the results of
this journey, is a commitment to walk our talk as empowered priestesses. To try to really be
a healthy sisterhood practising consensual co-operation, not just during our Priestess
work for the Goddess Conference, but as circles of equals in the practicalities of our
daily life.
Out of this desire manifested a co-operative society, in which we work with the vision of
Goddess Conference and community elder Sally Pullinger, creating a Temple of Avalon to
the Pagan Goddess and God of this land. The Star Queen Goddess really asks us to step out
of patriarchal power-over ways of doing things, and to start working in circle ways with
Goddess as the centre of everything. There is a need for affordable venue spaces in
Glastonbury for priestesses who work and serve here, and for a Temple in which all forms
of Pagan Divine in Avalon is celebrated. Please come and find us, opening hours are 15.00 to
17.00 weekdays: www.templeofavalon.com
Together we are bringing Goddess back into the world, creating new forms for Her
expression. The Glastonbury Goddess Conference is a truly magical Goddess event, where
we gather together, in person AND online, to express our love for Her and encourage
others to do likewise in their own lands and cultures, bringing Goddess back into our
recognition, our lives and world.
We are grateful for all the lessons, healing, love and beauty that the Tribal Star Queen
Goddess has brought us this year. We look forward to seeing you next year again in
Glastonbury… and online! With blessings from Avalon,Katinka Soetens & Marion Brigantia

